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ONE Training: Taking Active Shooter Preparedness Online
The ongoing COVID-19 pandemic has caused a major shift to online learning across the globe. From
elementary and secondary education to niche markets, finding a solution to delivering content became the
critical focus. While colleges and professionals have been delivering online courses for years, the global
pandemic challenged many other businesses and educational institutions to figure out a way to deliver their
expertise to their customers. The benefit is that now there is more information available to more people than
before because of the influx of online programming.
Our Nation’s Experts (ONE) Training took the opportunity to address a different concern. Quarantine has
created an unprecedented experience for children and teens and because of that, they took their training
levels online to help continue protecting schools.

Mental Health Concerns
Since March of 2020, quarantines have meant that children and teens have experienced long- term social
isolation. Mixed with issues like depression, anxiety, and a host of other issues that might be present in their
homes, the likelihood of self-harm or the harm of others increases. Mental health concerns were heightened
due to the stress and uncertainty around COVID-19, the lack of structure that school traditionally provided,
as well as the lack of support many students receive from the faculty and staff in schools. Mental health
concerns will only continue to rise with the increased uncertainty due to virus variants and vaccine
challenges.

Online Active Shooter Training to Save Lives
From the start, ONE Training has focused on the safety of the faculty, staff, and students in schools in the
instance of an active shooter attack. As students returned to school last fall, it was clear that COVID-19
safety took center stage, leaving other forms of safety and security on the sidelines, including active shooter
prevention. The mix of mental health issues combined with heavy media focus on other big issues, the
likelihood of an active shooter incident was likely.
Early 2021 showed an increase in active shooter and mass shooting incidents across the nation.
In order to meet the safety and security needs of school districts, while offering COVID-19 compliant
trainings, ONE Training rolled out an online program. Active shooter training can now be accessed across
the country at an affordable price-point as districts continue to figure out their budgets and create plans for
in-person instruction. With an online platform, school faculty and staff can move through the content on their
own time, at their own speed, and can even repeat different videos and sections, an option not offered in the
in-person trainings. To make it interactive, there are sections to leave comments or chat with peers and ONE
Training staff will be available to answer questions.

Training Options & Expertise
ONE Training offers multiple forms of active shooter prevention training. Not only are there multiple levels for
faculty and staff, there are also options for bus drivers and building greeters.
ONE Training’s courses were created with the expertise of Subject Matter Experts from the FBI, Secret
Service, Homeland Security, NYS Homeland Security, Navy SEALs, Delta Force Operators, and law
enforcement detectives.
To learn more about properly training your team in this unprecedented time, contact our team today.
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by Cristoina Diaconu

In the environment surrounding the current pandemic situation, people everywhere are searching for
answers to making our indoor spaces safer and healthier. This is quite evident in our schools where
some of the widely recommended measures to curtain the spread of airborne illness can be difficult to
implement.
Sometimes referred to as “cheap proven technologies” strategies such as implementing higher
efficiency media filters, increasing ventilation and evening opening windows have been talked about
to used in classrooms to reduce the likelihood of the spread airborne micro-organisms, virus and
bacteria.
These methods all date back to the 1950’s. From that era, drum brakes in cars is also a cheap proven
technology, as well as incandescent light bulbs. Essentially by using filtration as your air purification
strategy, you are hoping to capture the viral particle on a tissue (the majority of filter material is supplied
by Kimberly Clark, the maker of Kleenex).
The bigger issue is applying these methods in a real world school building setting. In a study done on
New York City schools, only one third of schools had a mechanical ventilation or central heat and AC
systems. Also from the same study, all but 18 percent of the schools studied, had no windows or
windows that were broken and could not open. (Source: www.edweek.org). Many schools, especially
in colder climates rely on unit ventilators or unitary systems that provide heat only and enough airflow
from these systems to spread the heat throughout the classroom. For these schools filtration and / or
ventilation upgrades are not possible without significant changes to the building with huge price tags
and time when the building cannot be used due to construction.
Even in schools with central ventilation. Upgrading filters or increasing outside air ventilation is not as
simple as that. Upgrading from a MERV (Minimum Efficiency Reporting Value) 8 filter to a MERV 13
filter as ASHRAE has recommended, will increase static pressure drop across the filter. This will result
in lower airflow throughout the HVAC system. Since the HVAC system wasn’t designed for this airflow
restriction from the higher rated filter, the space will be harder to heat and cool, the HVAC will run
more often and for longer duration to satisfy the thermostat, fan horsepower demand will increase and
the HVAC system overall will work much harder and be more prone to premature wear.
It gets worse, since the higher rated filter will capture more particles it will need to be replaced often
or it will restrict airflow even more, as it gets loaded with dirt and gets thicker and thicker. AC coils may
freeze and disable the HVAC system. Also reduced airflow will affect building pressurization making
the space become under negative pressure, where uncontrolled air wants to be sucked into the
building. This may result in problems in temperature and humidity controls and encourage mold and
bacterial growth inside the building.
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Also a MERFV 13 filter is tested to be 50% efficient to capture particles in the .3 to 1 um range. In
relating to virus for example, a coronavirus particle is .12 um. These particles are too small to be
captured by MERV 3 filters, only HEPA filters in MERV 17-20 range are rated for these sized particles.
Increasing outside air introduction or increased ventilation which can dilute indoor contaminants is also
not easy to implement. In cases where central AC is not available the option would likely be opening
windows and in many cases especially in cold weather climates, not an option. Even where there is
central AC, these systems were designed around a load factor from the current outside air design,
simply increasing that amount and load will require re-engineering the HVAC system to accommodate
that load, tonnage capacity will need to increase, ducting, piping and even where the outside air
introduced from will all need to be considered. All these measures, filtration and ventilation will
significantly increase HVAC operating and overall energy costs.
For these many reasons AtmosAir and bi-polar ion technology has been used in countless schools
with literally thousands of systems in place. The distinct advantage is AtmosAir will seamlessly
integrate with HVAC systems and require no re-engineering of the mechanical systems to
accommodate them, rather the AtmosAir technology adapts to the HVAC system. Also in the many
schools where no central HVAC exists, AtmosAir has small devices that can integrate with classroom
unit ventilators and other unitary systems to use the airflow from these devices to purify and spaces
served by these unitary systems. AtmosAir can also be provided in self contained standalone units in
cases where there is no supply air source at all.
Does BPI really work in school environments? Atmos Air started as an air testing company and testing
and evaluating the performance of systems applied in the field under real world conditions has been
a foundation for AtmosAir. These tests were done where no consideration for the testing was made
and occupant activities and HVAC operation occurred as normal.
The elements of particulate matter (PM 10 PM 2.5) TVOC (Total Volatile Organic Compounds) and
Spores were measured as an indicator of air cleanliness. Ozone was measured to determine if this
by-product was generated by the operation of the AtmosAir systems. To add some context to the
levels measured, see below some guidelines associated with these contaminant types:
PM 10 25 ug/m3 WHO (World Health Organization)
PM 2.5 50 ug/m3 WHO (World Health Organization)
TVOC 500 PPB USGBC (United States Green Building Council)
Spores N/A (There are no current guidelines as to Spore levels)
Ozone .01 PPM OSHA (Occupational Safety and Health Administration)
Also important to note that these studies were conducted so that the only controllable variable was the
operation of the ionizer. In none of these studies was a contaminant purposely introduced into the
environment to evoke a reaction by the air ionization process. What was present in the air was what
naturally occurred at the time of the testing in a typical occupied school environment.
In conclusion, while media filtration and increased outside ventilation may be time honored methods
to improve indoor air quality, they are often times very costly or impossible to implement in school
classroom environments. Bi-polar ion technology such as AtmosAir has been in use in school systems
for over 20 years for it’s ability to improve indoor air quality while not increasing operating costs and
requiring costly HVAC re-engineering. These systems have a proven history of success in educational
environments with studies showing measurable improvements in real world environments.
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Registration is now OPEN for the
2021 Virginia Plant Management Association
Annual Conference!
October 17-20, 2021

The Inn at Virginia Tech
Blacksburg, VA
Register at https://vspma.org/

School Facilities Planning Guide: Free Template and Examples
Having a facilities master plan that your district leaders, school board, and facility department can rally
around provides a clear vision and direction for construction projects to meet enrollment projections and
facility needs.

What is the purpose of developing a master facilities plan?
A facilities plan serves as both a blueprint and a road map for your facilities. It establishes alignment across
your school board, superintendent, district leaders, operations team, and (in the best cases) community
member committee.

In a nutshell, facilities master planning will tie the district vision statement, education specifications,
enrollment projections, renovation needs, and construction projects together into a master plan. It is used to
create visibility on school facility needs, secure the proper funding, and share your plan with the community
member committee, school board, and other involved stakeholders.
The facilities master plan will typically include a summary of recently completed construction projects and
proposed upcoming projects for the school district. The master plan will include associated costs and desired
outcomes of these proposed projects for the school board to approve, revise, or decline.

Tips for strategic planning
Before walking through a master plan template, it’s important to provide some best practices for approaching
the planning process.
●

Gather the right stakeholders: Getting buy-in and collaboration early on is vital to both developing
and implementing a successful plan. Each person will bring a unique perspective to the table and
help to ensure the plan is well-rounded, factoring in all angles.

●

Here is a list of key perspectives to involve throughout various stages of the planning or pre-planning
process:
➔
➔
➔
➔
➔
➔
➔
➔
➔
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Architects or outside vendors
Operations director or facility manager
Superintendent
Principles
Teachers
Students
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School Facilities Planning Guide continued…
While teachers and students may not seem like an obvious choice to bring to the table, having a panel of
select individuals with everyday experience in the school facility provides insight into renovation needs that
may otherwise be overlooked or gauge the priority of construction projects.
Similarly, many school districts may neglect to involve directors or technicians from the buildings and
grounds department. As the day-to-day overseers of the facility, these individuals provide critical details into
the implementation and longevity of facility planning.
●

Maintain focus on the vision statement: All of the improvement plan initiatives need to tie back to the
overarching goal of enhancing student education. Keeping this front of mind will help steer priorities,
foster buy-in, and increase the chance for funding for the proposed renovation or construction
projects.
The vision statement may need to be broken down into tangible educational specifications that the
school district is actively working towards, such as a modernization of student educational programs
with a high emphasis on exercise as a part of the curriculum. Whatever the specific vision statement
for your school is, having alignment early on fosters success throughout the rest of the planning
process.
When tying projects back to the school’s vision statement, it’s helpful to sort proposed projects into
one of two categories.
➔ What are some current obstacles in the way of this vision statement? What projects can help
to alleviate them?
➔ What are some future opportunities to enhance this vision? What projects will help to
achieve them?

●

Organize your funding resources: Identifying how these projects can be funded is a vital part of the
planning process. It helps to take inventory of any funding opportunities and establish any
requirements for using those funds for capital improvement.
One important note here is to keep budgets designated for day-to-day school facility management
separate from budgets used towards capital improvement. You don’t want to enhance your facility
infrastructure at the cost of neglected or deferred maintenance.

School facilities plan template
Once you’ve gathered the right stakeholders, set your vision statement, and organized funding, now it comes
time to create the actual facilities plan. Depending on your size and staffing, it will make more sense to either
create the plan internally or outsource it to a 3rd party vendor.
When putting together these plans internally, there is no right or wrong way to format the plan. The goal is
that it is easily understood and shared across all involved parties. We’ve provided a template you can use
that formats the plan into a slide presentation.
Customize template | Download PDF
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School Facilities Planning Guide continued…
We’ve also included a few examples of other master plans from real school districts, each with its own
structure and style:

•
•
•
•
•

Beaverton School District

●

Completed projects: This section serves to recap recently completed projects to inform stakeholders
of how certain funds have been used and establish confidence in the investment of future funding.
The results column ties each project to the vision statement and communicates the return on
investment for each line item.
Vision and scope: Use this section to present the organization’s vision statement and provide clear
parameters for the scope of your upcoming plan. Each area is a high-level category that falls within
your vision statement. For example, suppose the vision statement is to round out student education
with a priority on exercise. In that case, some areas covered within the scope could be the
gymnasiums, playgrounds, athletic fields, and weight rooms.
Proposed projects: Similar to the completed projects, these line items present each project’s
estimated cost, completion date, and result. The following slide provides a year-by-year summary of
how much to be budgeting for capital improvements based on the previous line items.
Additional considerations: This last section is a great chance to include anything that wasn’t covered
within the scope of the vision statement. If some general items need attention or things to be
considered for future projects, this is a great place to list those out (such as deferred maintenance
tasks, or priorities that were passed over to focus energy on the vision statement).

●

●

●

Montgomery County Public Schools
Arlington Public Schools
Denver Public Schools
Anchorage School District

Next steps
Now that you’ve built out your facility plan, you may be wondering what happens next?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Share the plan with key stakeholders.
Prepare the necessary steps, training, and resources.
Implement the plan across all involved participants.
Evaluate the status and performance at regular intervals.
Refine future planning based on your evaluations.

Using robust facility management software for schools can greatly assist your implementation, evaluation,
and refinement of your master plan. Set work schedules, track costs and labor hours, and gain visibility on
projects in progress to tweak them as needed.
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS
2021 - 2022

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Jimmy Martin – President
South Carolina
jmartin09919@gmail.com

John Noel – Treasurer
Kentucky
kspma@gmail.com

Bill Shedden – President-Elect
Tennessee
billshedden54@gmail.com

Shannon Frankenberger –Registrar
Virginia
shannon.frankenberger@jci.com

Debbie Shedden – Vice President
Tennessee
debbiegshedden@att.net

Dr. John Bailey – Conference Planner
Virginia
baileynspma@gmail.com

Keith Watkins – Past President
New York
kwatkins@nredlearn.org

Cristina Windover – Secretary
cristina.windover@lcps.com

BOARD MEMBERS
AJ Nordt – Board Member
New Jersey
acnjsbga@aol.com

Keith Webb – Board Member
Virginia
keith.webb@poquoson.k12.va.us

Dave Meyers – Board Member
Illinois
Dave.meyers@psd150.org

Paul B. Rooney – Board Member
Randy Hill – Board Member

Leon Sturkey – Board Member
South Carolina
lsturkey@marion.k12.sc.us

Kim Keener – Ex-Oﬃcio/Special Projects
New Jersey
kimberly.njsbga@gmail.com

Kara Hoffman – Marketing Coordinator

Greg Harrow – Board Member
Virginia
gharrow@nn.k12.va.us

Liz Giddens – Marketing Coordinator
Georgia

William Bland – Board Member
Georgia
gasfa7@gmail.com

Vernon Jackson – Board member
Virginia
vernonjackson@spsk12.net

Larry Nichols – Board Member
Mississippi
lnichols@pearl.k12.ms.us
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